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THE MICROSCOPIC QUASIPARTICLE�PHONONMODEL�J. ToivanenDepartment of Physis, University of JyväskyläP.O. box 35 FIN-40351 Jyväskylä Finland(Reeived Deember 2, 1998)The Mirosopi Quasipartile�Phonon Model (MQPM) is shortly pre-sented. The energies of exited states of odd N = 82 isotones alulatedusing MQPM are ompared to results obtained by making large-sale shell-model alulations with mirosopi e�etive interation. Comparison toexperimental spetra shows that MQPM an reprodue the experimentalspetra better than shell-model when the number of valene nuleons islarge.PACS numbers: 21.10.P, 21.60.Cs, 21.60.Jz1. IntrodutionThe Quasipartile�Phonon Models (QPM) desribe states of odd nuleiusing basis states built by adding quasipartiles to the exited states ofnearby double-even nuleus (ore nuleus). In mirosopi QPM (MQPM)the quasipartile-vibration interation is derived from a realisti mirosopiHamiltonian. The exited states of the ore nuleus are alulated usingquasipartile random-phase approximation (QRPA) [1℄ based on BCS quasi-partile vauum. In MQPM the exited states of an odd nuleus look likeji; jmi = �Xa C1i (a)ayajm +Xa! C3i (a!)[ayaQy!℄jm�j0+g:s:i ;where Qy! are QRPA phonon reation operators and aya quasipartile re-ation operators. The MQPM equations for one- and three-quasipartile am-plitudes an be derived using the Equations-of-motion tehnique presented� Presented at the XXXIII Zakopane Shool of Physis, Zakopane, Poland, September1�9, 1998. (611)



612 J. Toivanenin Refs [2�3℄. The result is a generalised hermitian eigenvalue problem� A BBT A0��C1iC3i � = ~
i� 1 00 S��C1iC3i � :Expressions for the Hamiltonian and overlap matrix elements of this equa-tion alulated in the quasi-boson approximation and omplete explanationof the MQPM model an be found from Ref. [4℄.2. Appliation to N = 82 isotonesTo demonstrate the usefulness of MQPM model we have applied it tosemi-magi N = 82 isotones whih have 3�13 valene protons. In the MQPMalulations major shells 3~! and 4~! were used both for protons and neu-trons. Experimental single-partile energies were used for the 4~! valenemajor shell and Woods�Saxon single-partile energies for the other, mainlyoupied, major shell (see Ref. [4℄ for more details).

Fig. 1. Exitation spetra for 139La.
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Fig. 2. Exitation spetra for 143Pm.The nuleon�nuleon interation used in the MQPM alulations wasbare G-matrix of the Oslo group [5℄ derived from Bonn meson-exhangepotential. In the shell-model alulations only the 4~! major shell wasused and the same experimental single-partile energies were used as in theMQPM alulations. To take into aount the missing degrees of freedoman e�etive interation based on the bare G-matrix was alulated.The MQPM and shell-model alulations were ompletely parameter-free� theoretial level energies were not �xed to experimental ones by alteringthe G-matrix interation matrix elements from their bare values. Figures1 and 2 show energy spetra for nulei 139La and 143Pm. The �rst nuleusbelongs to the light end of the isotones (seven valene protons) and seondto the heavy end (eleven valene protons). Energy spetra for the otherisotones an be found from Ref. [4℄.As ould be expeted, shell-model desribes the experimental spetrasomewhat better in the light end of the isotones where the nulei have only afew valene partiles. For the ase of 139La shell-model desribes individualstates, exept the lowest-lying ones, better than MQPM but the overall



614 J. Toivanenentroids of various multiplets are desribed equally well by MQPM model.In the heavy end where shell-model dimensions are very high (for 143Pmthe shell-model dimension is 3609550) MQPM performs in general betterthan shell-model. This is mainly due to the fat that quasipartile represen-tation gets better when the number of valene protons is far away from themagi value Z = 50. As an be seen from �gure 2 shell-model annot repro-due the energies of the lowest 7=2+ and 5=2+ one-partile states as well asMQPM. The reason for this is that the 4~! major shell alone is not enoughto reprodue single-partile states whereas the BCS+MQPM alulation isable to reprodue them beause of the additional 3~! major shell.As a onlusion the MQPM alulations an reprodue the overall en-troid energies of exited states reasonably aurately for all isotones. Shell-model works best in the light end of the isotones where it an desribe moststates satisfatorily, but is in trouble in the heavy end where it an not de-sribe the energies of one partile states and does not reprodue the entroidenergies of 2p� 1h states as well as MQPM.REFERENCES[1℄ M. Baranger, Phys. Rev. 120, 957 (1960).[2℄ D.J. Rowe, Rev. Mod. Phys. 40, 153 (1968).[3℄ D.J. Rowe, Nulear Colletive Motion, Methuen, London 1970.[4℄ J. Suhonen, J. Toivanen, A. Holt, T. Engeland, E. Osnes, M. Hjorth-Jensen,Nul. Phys. A628, 41 (1998).[5℄ A. Holt, T. Engeland, E. Osnes M. Hjorth-Jensen, J. Suhonen, Nul. Phys.A618, 107 (1997).


